
U-Shape and V-Shape Channel Diffuser 
Track Instruction

Thanks for purchasing our product, retain the carton box package and its inner 
protective materials for 1 month or longer. If you have any questions, contact us 
at info@shine-decor.com, we’d love to hear from you.

Read user manual before installing and retain it in place for future reference. 
Contact us for help through message if have any question.

Clean and dry the surface where the channels need to be fixed and measure the 
length to confirm how many channels will be need.

1. Make Preparation

Fix the mounting clips with screw to your desired surface, or you can use strong 
adhesive double-sided tape(not included) to fix the channels.
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2. Fix Mounting Clips
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Insert aluminum channel track to the fixed mounting clips or stick it to the surface with your 
strong adhesive double-sided tape. For customized length, use a hand saw or air saw to cut 
the channel as required.

Peel back the paper backing and stick LED tape light into the channel track and press it to 
stick firmly. LED tape light is not included.

3. Install Channel Track

4. Put LED Tape In

Snap or slide in the milky white PC diffuser to the top of the fixed channels to protect the 
tape light from external threat. Insert one edge of the diffuser into one side of the aluminum 
channel, snap and press another edge of cover into the opposite side of the channel, press 
the diffuser along with the channel. The diffuser is also cuttable for desired different lengths.

5. Cover PC Diffuser

20pcs end cap with hole are prepared for both blocking the hole in channel’s end for power 
wire passing through.

6. Install End Cap
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